Armon is no stranger to the entertainment industry, even coming from a small town of
South San Francisco, a town in which everyone recognizes when they land in San Francisco
SFO airport known for the letters on the hill that read "South San Francisco the Industrial City"
in which that's just what it was, a blue-collar town. The best thing you can get close to shining
in entertainment was to join the high school band, where Armon was considered one of the top
drummers in the school district. He played in the exclusive top band since his freshman year.
While having the passion to do more in the Entertainment Industry, Armon and friends were
pioneers to bringing entertainment to the school through talent shows and more. Not long after
high school into college, Armon and a friend formed a Latin hip-hop group that toured Mexico
in the late 90s to 2001. Once the music ended, Armon was now a dancer not dancing, a singer
not singing, an entertainer not entertaining. Armon would soon find an interest in emceeing &
hosting and began hosting select events.
Since then Armon has been entertaining and electrifying crowds of
every capacity with his energy and golden voice. He has hosted and
entertained for the MLB, NBA, NHL, NCAA, NFL, WNBA, as well as
hosting events for the Kentucky Derby and Golden Boy P romotions.
In 2005, the NBA would be the first place Armon would take the
microphone and soon begin to energize crowds. Through his grow
ing recognition, in 2010 he would be invited to host and be the first
On-Court Emcee for the PAC-12 Men and Women's Western Con
ference Basketball Tournaments, the PAC-12 would also utilize
him to host for their Women's Gymnastics Champion
ships. In 2014, he would get national recognition
becoming the first Field Host and Emcee for the
Kentucky Derby and Kentucky Oaks at Chur
chill Downs hosting to more than 160K people
each year since then.
When Armon isn't on a field or on a court, he's
acting in T.V. commercials, and Film also lend
ing his voice for VO's (voiceovers) for brands
such as AT&T, VISA, Goldenl, Carl's Jr., and
Money Mutual just to name a few.
Armon J Newton is a true professional
in the entertainment industry who knows
how to bring life to a script, engage a
crowd, and keep the excitement flowing.
He has a unique ability to adapt to any
scenario through his eclectic approach and
improvisational skills.
Armon is an experienced professional that will
add to your project or event and leave people
with a positive lasting impression.

